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Abstract 
The Faber polynomials for a region of the complex plane are of interest as a basis for polynomial approximations 
to analytic functions. In this paper we study the Faber polynomials associated with m-fold symmetric domains. 
Explicit formulae of Faber polynomials both for symmetric and nonsymmetric lemniscates are derived. In addition, 
we use a new determinant representation which relates the zeros of Faber polynomials to the eigenvalues of a 
certain matrix to compute the zeros of Faber polynomials for lemniscates. 
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1. Introduction 
Let E be any closed continuum (not a single point) in the complex plane @ and let c denote 
the extended complex plane. The Riemann mapping theorem asserts that there exists a 
conformal mapping w = @s(z) of @\I!? onto the exterior of a circle 1 w I = pE in the w-plane. 
For a unique choice of pE, we insist that 
CD@) = 03, CD’(w) = 1, 
so that, in a neighborhood of infinity, 
Q(z) =2 + a,+a,+a,+ . ..* 
z z2 (1.1) 
With this normalization, the constant pE is the logarithmic capacity or transfinite diameter of 
the set E. 
The polynomial part of Q(z)“, denoted by F,(z) := F(E; z) = 2” + . - * , is called the Faber 
polynomial of degree IZ generated by the set E or by the mapping function Q(t). (For a survey 
of the theory of Faber polynomials, see [3].) 
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Let 
Y(w)=w+b,+h’+$+ *-. 
W 
(1.2) 
be the inverse function of w = Q(z). Then q(w) maps the domain I w 1 > pE conformally onto 
c\E and Faber [5] proved that 
ww 1 
P(w) -z 
= gi K(z) 
n=O wn+l ’ 
IwI >PE, ZEE. (1.3) 
For the unit disk the Faber polynomial of degree II is z” and the corresponding Faber series 
for an analytic function is its Taylor series about the origin. The Faber polynomials associated 
with the interval [ - 1, 11 are multiples of the Chebyshev polynomials. 
For the lemniscates 
r,=(zEC; Izm+um_izm-l+ a.0 +a,( =rm, r>O}, 
Markusevic [lo] showed that 
(14 
F,,(z) = ( z” + f&_iZm-i + *. - +aJ 
Faber [5] derived a formula for F,(z) in the case in which E is bounded by {z: I z2 - 1 I = 1). 
In recent years there has been a growing interest in studying the Faber polynomials for 
specific regions. Elliott [4] computed the coefficients of some Faber polynomials for the 
semi-disk I z I G 1, Re z 2 0 and for the square I Re z ( G 1, I Im z I G 1. Coleman and Smith [2] 
and Gatermann et al. [6] studied the construction of the Faber polynomials for circular sectors 
and, more recently, Papamichael et al. [ll] described a simple algorithm for computing Faber 
polynomials associated with starlike domains. 
In this paper we study certain properties of F,(z) associated with m-fold symmetric domains 
and give explicit representations of Faber polynomials associated with symmetric and nonsym- 
metric lemniscates. In addition, we use a determinantal representation that relates the zeros of 
Faber polynomials to the eigenvalues of a certain well-structured matrix to compute and plot 
the zeros of Faber polynomials associated with m-leaf, m = 3, 4, symmetric and nonsymmetric 
lemniscates (see Figs. l-6). 
2. Faber polynomials associated with m-fold symmetric domains 
As we have seen, sequences of Faber polynomials F&E; z) depend on the set E or the 
mapping function a(z). In this section, we shall explore some algebraic properties of Faber 
polynomials associated with a set satisfying the following symmetry. 
Definition 2.1. Let m be a positive integer. A domain E is said to be m-fold symmetric if a 
rotation of E about the origin through an angle 2T/m carries E on itself. 
It follows that if E is m-fold symmetric, then 
@(e zvi/mW) = e2+/m@(Z). (2.1) 
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Fig. 1. Zeros of F,(z) of L, when n = 37. 
It follows also from (1.1) and (1.2) that the Laurent expansions near 03 of the mapping 
functions Q(z) and P(w) are respectively of the form 
@(z)=z+ 2 fg+ 
k=l ’ 
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Fig. 2. Zeros of F,,(z) of L, when n = 38. 
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Fig. 3. Zeros of F,(t) of L, when n = 38. 
P-3) 
Theorem 2.2. Let F,,(z) be the Faber polynomials associated with an m-fold symmetric domain E. 
Then, for n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , 
F,(e 
2vi/mZ) = e2rni/mFn( z). 
(2.4) 
-3 L 
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Fig. 4. Zeros of F,(z) of L, when n = 39. 
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Fig. 5. Zeros of F,(z) of D when n = 38. 
Consequently, for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , m - 1, 
Fmn+&) =z+J(P -q), 
j=l 
where the zj’s, j = 1, 2,. . . , n, are the nonvanishing zeros of F,,+,(z). 
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Fig. 6. Zeros of F,(z) of D when n = 39. 
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Proof. From (2.21, 
and 
@(e 
2?ri/mZ)” = e2rni/m@(Z)“_ 
By the definition of Faber polynomials, (2.4) follows immediately. 0 
We remark that (2.4) can also be derived from (1.3) and (2.31. 
Little is known about the exact location and distribution of zeros zj in (2.5). However, for 
some special cases we have the following example. 
Example 2.3. Let S, denote the regular m-star 
s, = (xw k;O<~<41’m, k=O, l,..., m-l,o”=l, m=2,3 ,... }. 
Then, the inverse mapping function is given by 
=/m 
Yqw)=w l+-$ . i 1 
An explicit expression for F,(z) is derived in [l], where also the location and limiting 
distribution of zeros of F,(z) are studied, using potential-theoretic arguments. 
Example 2.4. If E is the closed region bounded by the m-cusped hypocycloid, with parametric 
equation 
1 
x = exp(i0) + -----exp(-(m-l)ie), 0<8<2r, m=2,3,4,..., 
m-1 
then 
i 
1 
P(w)=w 1+ 
I (m- 1>wm ’ 
The location, density and asymptotic behavior of the zeros of Faber polynomials associated 
with H, were determined by using the mth-order three-term recurrence relation for F,(z) in 
[71. 
In the following section, we will use the generating equation (1.3) for Faber polynomials to 
derive an explicit expression of Faber polynomials associated with the closed region bounded 
by an m-leaf symmetric lemniscate. In Section 4, we shall derive an exact representation of 
Faber polynomials via a Cauchy integral formula for a nonsymmetric lemniscate. Our results 
imply that the zeros of Faber polynomials are symmetric if the domain E is symmetric, and 
nonsymmetric domains generate Faber polynomials with nonsymmetric zeros. 
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3. Faber polynomials associated with m-leaf symmetric lemniscate 
Let L, be the closed region bounded by the m-leaf symmetric lemniscates 
B, = {z E @: 12” - 1 I = 1, m = 2, 3,. . .}. 
In this case, the inverse mapping function near CC is well known: 
1 
( 1 
l/m 
!P(w)=w 1+-- . 
Wrn 
Thus, 
The following theorem gives an explicit expression of Faber polynomials for the set L,. 
Theorem 3.1. Let F,(z) be the Faber polynomials of degree n for L,. Then, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
6) F,,(z) = (z” - 1)“. 
(ii) For k = 0, 1,. . . , m - 2, 
(3.3) 
F mn+m_k_l(Z) =Zm-k-l k Ci(Zm - l)n-i, 
i=O 
where 
(3.4) 
(m -k - 1)(2m -k - 1) * * * (im -k - 1) 
ci= (-1)” 
rn’ i! (3.5) 
Proof. Relation (3.3) follows easily from (3.2) and the definition of Faber polynomials, that is, 
Fmn(z) = [(z- - l)l’,n]“” = (z” - 1)“. 
We now prove (3.4). Let 1, w, o’,. . . , w”-’ be the roots of the equation wrn - 1 = 0. For 
k=O, l,..., m - 2, dividing the generating equation (1.3) of Faber polynomials by w k and 
replacing w by ojw, j = 0, 1, 2,. . . , m - 1, gives 
V(w’w) cc F,(z) 
Wk(v(,iw) _z) = c Oi(n+l+k)Wn+l+k ’ 
n=O 
(3.6) 
For each k, letting j = 0, 1, 2,. . . , m - 1 in (3.4) and taking the sum of the resulting m 
equations yields 
m-l 
c 
!P’( wjw) m-l m 
i-0 Wk(!P(WjW) -z) 
= c c 
j=O n=O Cd 
j[n+~~f)n+l+k’ 
W 
Using (3.11, we obtain 
Zm-k-l(l + l,Wm)(~-k-lV~ 
(w” + l-z”) (3.7) 
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where we have used the following property of the roots of unity: 
m-l 
C (@ilk = mT if k=O mod(m), 
i=O 0, otherwise. 
By expanding the left-hand side of (3.7) with respect to l/w, we obtain 
zm-k-1(1 + l/Vvqm-k-l)‘m 
(U+l-zrn) =z 
m_k_l e ci 2 (2” - l)S 
i=(J w 
mr ms+m ’ 
s=o W 
where 
(m - k - 1)(2m - k - 1) . . . (im -k - 1) 
ci = (- 1)’ 
m’ i! 
7 
for k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , m - 2. 
The Cauchy product gives 
Zm-k-l zm -
i=O 
(3.8) 
BY comparing the coefficients of w-(~~+~) in (3.8), we get (3.4). q 
Corollary 3.2. Let F,(z) be the Faber polynomials of degree n for L,. Then, 
(8 1, w, 02,. . ., corn-l are the zeros (each of multiplicity n> of F,,(z), where w is the prime root 
of unity; 
(ii) the zeros of F,, +,, _k_ &z), k = 0, 1, . . . , m - 2, n = 0, 1, . . . , are located inside B,, except 
for a zero (of multiplicity m - k - 1) at z = 0, and 
Proof. Part (i) is obvious. We need only to prove 
that for k = 0, 1,. . . , m - 2, 
‘i+l 
I I 
m(i+l)-k-l 
- = < 1. 
ci m(i + 1) 
they are dense on B,. 
the second part. It is easy to see from (3.5) 
By the EnestrSm-Kakeya theorem [S], the zeros of C~C=ocit”-i lie inside 1 t 1 < 1; thereby the 
zeros of F,,+,_k_l(z) are located inside B,, except for a zero (of multiplicity m - k - 1) at 
z = 0. Next notice that 
lim ]c~]~‘~= 1. 
i-m 
It follows from a theorem of [9] that zeros of C~=f=oCit”-’ are dense on I t I = 1. Therefore, the 
zeros of C~X”=oci(z” - lY--I are dense on B,. 0 
Faber polynomials associated with nonsymmetric lemniscate 
Let D be the closed region bounded by the nonsymmetric lemniscate 
(z E a=; z = (w2+ w + 1)1’2, I w I = l}. 
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In this case, the inverse mapping function near ~0 is given by 
i 
1 1 l’* 
!P(w)=w 1+-+- , 
W W2 1 
The following theorem gives an explicit expression of Faber polynomials for the set D. 
Theorem 4.1. Let F,(z) be the Faber polynomials of D of degree II. Then for n 2 1, 
F,(z) = e [ a(j, a) + ia(j - 1, (~)]t~-j, 
j=o 
where 
[k/21 
a(k, cl!) = 2 C ((Y)k-i(k -i)i, (Y = - +(n + 2 -j), a( - 1, a) = 0, 
i=O 
and 
Cff)i = 
+-w.*(~--++1), 
i! 
(ay> =1 (+ =. 
0 7 1 Y 
(4.1) 
W-4 
[- I=[ 3 $6 
if k is even, 
$(k + l), ifk is odd. 
Proof. It follows from the definition of Faber polynomials that 
Fn(z) = i c,_~z”+, 
j=l 
where c, _j is the Laurent coefficient in the expansion of (@(z)}~, that is, for j = 0, 1, 2,. . . , ~1, 
C .= n-J / 
wr dz  
,=,+ Zn-j+l ’ 
with R chosen sufficiently large so that D is contained in the interior of the region bounded by 
the circle I z I = R. Alternatively, using substitution z = W(w), we obtain for j = 0, 1, 2,. . . , n, 
w”V(w) 
C .= 
n-J / Iwl=r>l (?P(w)}n-j+l 
dw. 
By Cauchy’s theorem, we see that the coefficients c,_~ are the same as those of l/w in the 
expansion of w”?P’(w)/[!Pyr(~)]~-~+‘. 
Using (4.1), we get 
?P’(w) = 
2+1/w 
2(1+ l/w + l/w*) - 
Thus, 
w-P’(w) 1 1 -(n+2-j)/* 
[p(W),n_j+l = 32w’-l+ wj-* 1+ ; + -J 
4 1 
. P-3) 
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For I w I > 1, (Y = - i(n + 2 - j), we have 
where the ((Y)~‘s are as in Theorem 4.1 and 
[k/21 
a(k, a) = 2 c ((Y)&k -+. 
i=O 
It follows from (4.3) that the coefficient of l/w is given by 
c n_j = a(j, a) + $z(a, j - 1). 
Thus we have (4.2). 0 
5. Computations of the zeros of F,(z) 
The Faber polynomials F,(z) satisfy the well-known recurrence relation 
n-l 
Fn+l(z) = (’ - bO)Fn(z) - c bkFn-k(z) - b + ‘hz, 
k=l 
(54 
with initial value F,(z) = 1 (see (1.3)). This gives the following determinantal representation: 
F,(z) = 
1 0 0 . . . 0 -(bcl -z) 
b,-z 1 0 . . . 0 -2b, 
bl b,-z 1 ..* 0 -3b, 
b n-3 b n-4 b’ n-5 ** . 1 -(n -‘l)b,_, 
b n-2 b n-3 b * n-4 ** b,-z -nb,_, 
(5 4 
Now we interchange the first row with the second row and the second row with the third row 
and so on until the first row gets down to the last row. We get 
F,(z) = ( - 1)” det( H, - zl,) = det( zI, - H,), (5.3) 
where 
b, 1 0 ... 0 2b, 
b, b, 1 *** 0 3b, 
H,,= 
b, b, b, *.. 0 4b, 
. . . 
b,,12 b,,L3 b,L4 ... d, nbn-I 
1 0 0 ... 0 b, 
(5 4 
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is an II X n matrix, I,, is the n X n identity matrix. Consequently, the zeros of F,(z) are the 
eigenvalues of H,. 
In order to compute the zeros of Faber polynomials, one can see from (5.3) that we need to 
know the coefficients of the inverse mapping function V(w). 
For the set L, (see Section 3) with m = 2, 3,. . . , from (3.1) we find that 
m bmk-1 
w4=w+ c F’ 
k=l 
where 
b 
mk_l = (_ ljk-’ cm - 1>(2m - ;; i,@ - lb - ‘> . 
For the set D (see Section 4) we have 
i 
1 1 l’* 
!P(w)=w l+-+- ) 
W2 i 
[WI >l. 
W 
To find the Laurent expansion near 03 of P(w), we use the equation [12] 
1 
(1 + l/w + l/w*)l’* 
=ngO&( -;)($ IWI >l, 
where the P,(X) are the Legendre polynomials satisfying the recurrence relation 
(n + l&(X) = (2n + l)XP,(X) -~P,_l(x), 
with initial conditions 
&l(x) = 1, Pi(X) =x. 
If we let a,, = I’,< - +I, then (5.5) and (5.6) give us that 
1 
V(w) = w 
Z~=Oan(l/w)~ 
=w+l+ cb, 
n=l 
where 
a1 a0 0 . . . 0 
a2 a1 a, ... 0 
b,=(-l)n+l : : : 
a, a,_, an-* * .. a, 
a n+l a, a,_, a.0 a, 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
Our numerical computations for the zeros of F,(z) both for L, and D and Theorem 3.1 
suggest he following conjecture. 
Conjecture 5.1. Let _5$ be the closed region bounded by lemniscates r, (see (1.4)) and let F,(z) be 
the corresponding Faber polynomials. Then the zeros of F,(z) are dense on rl. 
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